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Abstract

The economic space of vocational training is outlined by the relationship between the vocational

training and both the educational and university system, and the market labor.

The vocational training has a relation with the educational system according to its ability to accept

what is called educational loss , which is the consequence of school failure of the pupils who did not have

the luck of passing, or those who have been the victims of the phenomenon of school escape.

As for the university, the relationship comes undertaking the responsibility of supervising the

vocational process in the vocational centers and institutes  according to certain specialties.

The relation between vocational training and the market labor indicated through the goals which

have been set in this way, and which can be mentioned as follows:

To secure the opportunity of training which may help in finding job vacancy in the market job.

Enriching the economic sectors with human resources of different activities which go along with the

changes that the market labor is interesting especially for the medium capacities.

The vocational training in its relation with the three sides seeks responding to two types of demand:

A social demand, which is symbolized by those who quit school annually and the fired employees. 

An economic demand which is related to the qualified working force, to ensure the regularity and

efficiency of production to face the competition.

This study has been fulfilled in seven chapters: A theoretical and conceptual frame with three

chapters which revolves around the vocational training, economic space and geographical information

systems.

An application frame in four chapters which deals with the specificity of the economic space of

vocational training in Algeria. using the geographical information systems: The fourth chapter includes

the stages of the development of the vocational training sector in Algeria (historical background).

The fifth chapter deals with the specificity of the educational systems in Algeria. And The sixth chapter

includes a study of the supply of vocational training according to the institutions and the output, using the

geographical information systems.

Finally, the seventh chapter  includes the demand indications  of vocational training.

  Conclusion and some appendixes.




